
Interrelationships in Earth/Space
Systems

What makes a shadow?
by Clyde Robert Bulla
A simple explanation of how a shadow is
formed

Light
by Gina L. Hamilton
Explores the basic science concepts
involved in understanding the properties
of light

Light
by Peter D Riley
An introduction to light covers such topics
as how light moves, why a mirror reflects
an image, and how shadows form,
detailing various experiments to further
expand understanding of these concepts

Rivers of sunlight : how the
Sun moves water around the
Earth
by Molly Bang
Explains the sun's role in the movement
of water around the Earth, discussing
currents, the physical states that water
can be found in around the planet, and

the ways human beings are interfering in the cycle

Living sunlight : how plants
bring the earth to life
by Molly Bang
Demonstrates how sunlight plays a part
in giving energy and life to every living
thing on the planet we all share through
vibrant illustration and accessible verse

from the award-winning author of When Sophie Gets
Angry--Really, Really Angry…

Fly guy presents : weather
by Tedd Arnold
During a trip to a weather station, Fly Guy
and Buzz learn all about weather,
discussing what controls the weather,
how clouds form, and the scientists who
study the Earth's climate
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Boy, were we wrong about
weather!
by Kathleen V Kudlinski
A comprehensive, science-oriented
introduction to meteorology surveys

historical methods and modern instruments used to predict
the weather, sharing additional insights into such issues as
climate change and global warming. 15,000 first printing.

Extreme weather : surviving
tornadoes, sandstorms,
hailstorms, blizzards,
hurricanes, and more!
by Thomas Kostigen
Draws on cutting-edge science and first-
person accounts to explore the role of

climate change in extreme weather, describing
manifestations of dangerous weather systems while
revealing how everyday kids can make a difference.
Simultaneous.

Everything weather
by Kathy Furgang
Filled with fun facts and amazing
photographs, an in-depth look at amazing
weather includes real-life encounters as
documented by National Geographic
tornado chaser, Tim Samaras.

Simultaneous.

Soil
by Christin Ditchfield
Describes the thin coating of soil that
covers most of the Earth's land areas,
what can be found beneath the soil, soil
types, and the many ways in which
humans use, abuse, and try to protect the

soil

Oceanography the study of
oceans : The Study of
Oceans
by Susan Heinrichs Gray
Presents the history of exploration above
and below the sea, the equipment used,
and future possibilities for habitats under

the sea
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